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ABSTRACT

There are many different types of creatures that live on or in the topsoil. Each has arole
to play. These organisms will work for the farmer's benefit if we simply manage for their
survival. Consequently, we may refer to them as soil livestock. While agreat variety of
organism contributes to soil fertility, earthworms, termites and the various other soil-
organisms merits particular attention. Some selected physical and chemical properties of
termite hill soil, worm cast and alluvial soil which includes porosity, hydraulic

conductivity, plasticity index, bulk density, pH, Nitrates, Sulphate and Phosphates have
been able to indicate how the sample considered vary in their characteristics. It was seen

that all samples considered contain some fertility before they are mixed that can be used
for crop growth. It was also seen that worm cast soil has the highest fertility since it
contains the highest sulphate, nitrate, phosphate and even organic matter followed by the
alluvial soil and finally the termite hill cast which can be used to improve the soil
hydraulic properties. Worm cast soil was seen to have asulphate of 45mg/g, Nitrate of
41.3mg/g, and aphosphate of 41.3mg/g. Termite hill soil has aSulphate of 22mg/g, a
Nitrate of 16.5mg/g and sulphate of 22.9mg/g. The alluvial soil has aSulphate of 39mg/g,

Nitrate of18.2mg/g and a sulphate of59.0mg/g.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the Study

Soil widely varies in their characteristics and properties. In order to establish the

interrelationship between their characteristics they require to be classified. Understanding the
properties of the soil is important in respect of the optimum use they can be put to and for
their best management requirement. The knowledge of properties of any engineering material
is important to be able to use them in executing any useful project. This study takes us into
knowing the different properties of termite hill soil, worm cast and alluvial soil. It is meant to
compare their characteristics both physical and hydraulic, in order to know where they can
suitably apply. These classes of soils are most often neglected or viewed with less
importance; but for the purpose of this study, it can be seen what the different samples now
represent in terms of properties and can easily be appropriately applied.

The activities of termite and worms upon the agricultural land have some merit and

demerit depending on the view of individual or groups. Termite transports large quantities of
materials from within the soil depositing it on the surface. Some of the termite hill moulds are

about 5meters tall and 7meters in diameter. The earth movement activity of termite results

in greater than normal content ofthe clay.

The productivity of agricultural land which is measured in terms of yield recovery depends
on soil climatic conditions, pests, diseases, genetic potentials irrespective of the soil nutrient;

the presence of humidified organic matter is of great importance in the formation and
stabilization of soil structure. Amongst other soil invertebrates, earthworms are most

I



abundant in soil minerals. They are found in almost all kinds of soil at different latitude
except in arctic and Antarctic region. They form the highly mobile macroscopic soil
invertebrates that help in mixing the soil. Though the soil organism comprises avery small
percentage of total weight of soil with their rate of activity, they form the dominant factors in
functioning of the soil system. Effect of earthworm activity on soil physico-chemical
properties during the short period of favourable conditions, tropical worms have sufficient
contributions in soil over. In most cases, immediately after the moon set showers large
quantities of worm cast are observed on the soil surface. The mechanical breakdown of the
plant litter and assimilating only 5to 10 of the main job performed by many of these soil
organism. It is also true that the faeces of these organisms provide more scope for the
establishment of microbes than mechanically pulverized matter. The size and shape of the
released cast is species specific but this cannot be considered as criteria for identifying
worms. Because worm casts improve the physical, chemical and biological properties of soil,
worms are used for recycling agricultural and municipal waste around countries like USA,

Japan and Australia.

The alluvial soil on the other hand is formed when asoil carrying stream gradually

loses its carrying capacity with decreasing velocity. In slowing down, ariver does not have
sufficient power to keep the large particles of soil suspended. These particles settle to the
river bed. Further decrease in velocity causes smaller particles to settle. As the river becomes

slow and sluggish (as in the lowlands where its gradient becomes small) it holds only the
extremely fine particles in suspension. These particles are deposited finally at the mouth of
the river, where they form deltas of fine grained soil. The deltas of rivers are alluvial
deposits. Where swift mountains streams reach the floor of aflat valley, the sudden changes
in grade, and the consequent slowing of the stream, often results in the deposition of an
alluvial fan, another form of alluvial deposit. The action of running water tends to sort out the

i
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different sizes and weights of particles that are carried in suspension. Thus gravels and
pebbles will be deposited farther upstream than the lighter sand fine silt will be carried farther
downstream than sand. Deposits are also formed in the ocean, in lakes, and in other places by

the settlement ofsand, silt and other material.

The physical characteristics to be examined include the particle size, the particle
shape, bu.kiness, gradation, compactness, specific gravity, soil moisture, porosity. Although
many conceptual model of soil assume that the experimental evidence indicates that the
physical characteristics of soil aid in determining their engineering characteristics and are the
basis of the system of soil classification used in general for the identification of soil types.
Knowledge of these physical characteristic aid in determining the degree to which the local
soil can be used in engineering project to support traffic loads or to serve as sub grade or
foundation material. Particles making up the smaller soil fractions are directly non-spherical.
The evidence has been compiled principally from ultra-microscopic observations of clay
soils, the double refraction of clay particles, the layering of particles during deposition, the
nature of clay crystals, and electron microscopy. The soil structure and its stability play an
important role in avariety of process in the soil such as erosion, infiltration, root penetration,
aeration or mechanical strength. Since all these process all have observable characteristics,
soil structure is often evaluated by methods that correlate it to the properties of the process of
interest. Soil structure can be evaluated by determining the extent of aggregation, the stability
of the aggregates, and the nature of the pore space. These characteristics which significantly
influence plant response to water management practices will change with tillage practices and

cropping system.

The hydraulic characteristics to be examined include the volumetric water content,
available water content; bulk density, field capacity FC, saturated hydraulic conductivity,
organic matter, permanent wilting point, field capacity, saturated hydraulic conductivity soil



water retention capacity. The characteristics of soils and the vados zone include the

estimation of the soil water retention and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity relations over a

wide range of volumetric water content values. Although occasionally only specific data
points are needed, parametric models for both hydraulic properties are preferred. The
saturated hydraulic conductivity of the surface soil and sub-soil, final infiltration rate and soil

holding capacity were recognised as the most critical hydraulic parameters based on their
application in various water management activities and were selected for measurement.

Characterization of soils and the zone between surface and water table includes the *

estimation of the soil water retention and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity relations for a

wide range of volumetric water content values. Although occasionally only specific data
points are needed, parametric models for both hydraulic properties are preferred. The demand
for these expressions is driven by their use in numeric models for simulating fluid flow and *
mass transport. These models do not necessarily require simple parametric expressions, but r
can instead use tables of values. However, the parametric models are generally well behaved |

t

for interpolation purposes and cause fewer numerical problems. The increasing availability of j
simulation models, their increasing ease of use and their ability to accurately predict flow and f

i"

transport has created aneed for parametric expressions that describe hydraulic relations for -

both near-surface soils and deep vadose zone. '
i

Typically the soils to be characterized exhibit large variations in space and occasionally .
in time as well. Consequently, techniques need to be developed that allow a physical ,

description of these variations with the least amount of effort. Although scaling techniques
are useful in this respect, they generally require parametric models of the soil hydraulic

properties. Also, indirect estimation techniques are becoming increasingly popular so that
parameters of soil hydraulic functions, such as in the use of pseudo transfer functions to
define land or soil quality indicators. Acomprehensive evaluation of indirect estimation



techniques is to be presented. The soil water retention function relates the energy state of the
water content. If the soil pores are represented by an equivalent bundle of capillaries,

ith identical retention properties as real soil, aretention function provides the soil's pore-
size distribution from which the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function can be predicted.

1.2 Objectives of Study

The objectives of the study are:

1. To evaluate the physical and chemical characteristics of termite hill soil, worm cast and

alluvial soil.

2. To compare the properties of each of the samples and ascertain if their mixture can bring
any improvement in their individual properties.

1.3 Project Justification

The work will show the physical and chemical properties of the samples mentioned .Thus it
will make it easy for any individual or group who intend to work on the samples of soil
analyzed either for engineering construction or farming purposes. It is also meant to estimate
the hydraulic function of the samples, i.e. the soil water retention and unsaturated hydrau.ic
conductivity. To also check the properties of the sample under varied proportion of different
additives. To classify soils and group them together in a meaningful manner, different
systems of soil classification have been used from time to time. These'systems have varied
over aperiod of time having been drawn up to meet the requirements and the immediate
purposes of their use as well as the knowledge of the soils which helps one to understand
their genesis has developed the system.

SOI
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1.4 Scope ofthe Study

This projec, focuses on the properties of bo.b pbysica, and cbentica, characteristics of the
sample mentioned above. „is meant to compare tbe characteristics of termite nit, sod, worm

combi„ed together and wbere tbey ean suitab.y app.y. Us m.or objects are basic* to

with ,be resu,, or try to app.y the resuh for any eonstruetion purposes. Tbe project bas some
limteti„„s which incudes tbe avai.abi.ity of «he soi, samp.es, ,ike the worm east Cay is on.y

the sample.
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CHAPTER TWO

>.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Soil Properties

Soils are complex mixtures of minerals, organic compounds, and living organisms that
interact continuously in response to natural and imposed biological, chemical, and physical

I forces." Physically, soil is made up of soil particles, air spaces which may be partially or fully
filled with water, organic matter, and living organisms. Soils are grouped into tex.ura. c.asses
depending upon the relative proportion of sand, silt, and Cay composing them. Sand, silt, and
Cay are the basic particle size categories used for determining soi. texture. The percentage of
each within agiven sample of soil can be determined through mechanical analyses which
separate the soil particles into the relative size ranges. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture (USDA)
textura, classes are broken into particle size ranges as fo.lows. Soi, qua.ity is evaluated using
indicators tha, measure specific physical, chemical, and biological properties. Ahhough it is
useful to examine these aspects of soi. quality individual, soil should be viewed as an
integrated system rather than acollection of separate parts or processes.

Physical and chemical properties are shaped by biological activity, and bio.ogica, activity is
enhanced or limited by chemical and physic., conditions. For this reason, specifical.y
categorizing some soil indicators is difficult. For example, cation exchange capacity (CEC)
could be classified as either aphysical or achemical property, and organic matter as either a
chemical or abiological property. The best and most useful indicators of soi, quality integrate
the combined effects ofseveral properties or processes.
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2.1.2 Particle Size

The soil grading or ,be distribution of particle size is quantitatively determined by performing

the partiCe-size analysis, also called mechanical analysis, which is carried out in two parts:

sieve analysis and sedimentation analysis (Ibitoye 2008). The distribution of gravel and

particle is determined by sieve analysis and that of silt and clay by sedimentation analysis

which is also known as wet analysis. Depending on the type of soil and extend of particle-

size distribution required, mechanical ana.ysis may involve sieving and sedimentation or it

may be restricted to either of them (Minasny and Bopsman 2004).

.mportan. pbysica, indicators of soi. qua.ity include those re.a.ed to water storage and
movement, soi. structure, and soil or aggregate stability. Important chemical indicators
include the presence and amounts of mineral elements and plan, growth inhibiting
substances. Biological indicators often refer to the amounts, types, and activities of soil
organisms. Alarge, diverse, and active population of soil organisms may be the most
important indicator of ahealthy, high-quality soil. Yet, soi, biological activity may be the
most difficult indicator to satisfactorily measure and interpret.

Soil-quality indicators are limited to properties impacted by soil management. For this
reason, some soil characteristics are no, considered soil-quality indicators although they may
influence soil use or productivity. Soil texture, topsoil depth, and slope or topography are
examples of fixed soil properties tha, cannot be altered (except over long time periods or in
extreme cases of erosion or sediment deposition). Although these characteristics clearly
influence soil use or productivity, they are not used as soil-quality indicators.



Nevertheless, it is important ,0 be knowledgeable about inherent soi, properties because they
! often se, limits on the maximum soi, quah.y management practices can achieve. For examp.e,

„il texture refers to the rCative amounts of primary mineral particles (sand, silt, Cay) found
in asoil. Coarse-textured sandy soils have proportionately larger sand partic.es, whi.e fine- |
textured c.ayey soils have proportionate^ smaher Cay partiCes. Soi, texture is an una.terab.e

' soi. property which slrong.y influences many soi,-qua,ity indicators, like drainage and water-
holding capacity. But soi. texture itself is not an indicator of soil-quality.

2.1.3 Bulk Density

This is aproperty of powders, granules and other "divided" solids, especially used in

tota, volume they occupy. The tota, volume inc.udes particle volume, inter-partiCe void
volume and internal pore volume

Bulk density is no, an intrinsic property of amaterial; it can change depending on bow the

density' if the cylinder is disturbed, the powder particles will move and usually settle closer

usually reported both as "freely settled" and "tapped" density (where the tapped density refers
t0 ,he bu,k density of the powder after aspecified compaction process, usually involving
vibration of thecontainer.)

eompaction. The density of quartz is around 2,5g/cm> bu, the bulk density of amineral sod
.normally about half that density, between ,.0 and Ug/cm-. Soils high in organics and
some friable clay may have abulk density well below ,g/cm»
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and weighed.

Bulk density =mass of oven dry soil/core volume

P t r

dried

l
cover alarge range of size; however, they are al,

bu,ky in shape. The term bulky is confined to partic.es that are re.ativelylarge in ... three

dimensions, as contrasted to platy partic.es, in which one dimension is sma., as compared to
the other two. The bulky shape has the following four divisions listed in descending order of

desirability; Angular-Sub angular-Surrounded-Rounded.

2.1.3 Soil Moisture

This is the quantity of the available water present in the soil; this can be estimated

by the fee, and appearance of the so.,. Moisture affects coarse-grained soi.s much tess than
fiue-grained soi.s (Tsytovicb ,983). Capillary is practical,, nonexistent in grave, and in
sa„d containing ,i.„ fines. These soils, if they are above the ground water table, will no,

10
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IJ «he worms. The worms usua.ly feed out of Cay basical.y ahuvia, soi, or pure a, the bank of
1

4 that contains the alluvia, soil (Wildenschild 200,).

2.1.4 Porosity

The shape and arrangement of sol, partiCes help determine porosity. Porosity or pore space
is the amount of air space or„oid space between soi, particles. ,nfi„ra,io„, groundwater

Amathematical equation of porosity looks like this;

/ 2.2
porositM ='""% ,x / v Illicit

Porosity is often expressed as apercentage of rock or soi, voids of materia,, so mu„ip,y the
answer by 100.

The arrangement or packing of the soil particles plays arole mporosity. In the diagrams to
the ,eft the partiCes sucked direCy on top of each other (cubic packing) have higher

(rhombohedral packing). Can you see the difference in pore space?

would result in a lower porosity.
11
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notal,partic,csarespheresorro„nd.Partic,esexis,inma„yshapesand,beseshapespacki„
.Variely of ways tba, may increase or decrease porosity. Oenerally, amixture of grain sizes
and shapes, results in lower porosity.

po„gba,,swo„,dbave,besameporosi,yasar„omfu„ofbasketba„s, as longas the packing
or arrangement is simiiar. Tbe tota, porosity of aporous medium is the ratio of the pore
volume t0 ta tota, volume ofarepresentative sample of the medium. Assuming tha, the so,,
sysKm is composed of three phases - so,id, bquid (water,, and gas (air, where , is the

„hase,^+,,S - -me of the pores, and.^^ts the tola,

Poros„y is adimensionless quantity and can be reported either as adecimal fraction or as a
„.Coarse-textured soil materials such as grave, and sand tend to have arower tola,
porosity tha„ flne-textured sods such as silts and Cays. The total porosity in soils is no, a
eonstan, quantity because the so,,, par.icu,ar,y Cayey soil, alternately swells, shrinks,

compacts, and cracks.

Tne part of ,he soi, that is no, solid is made up of pores of vanous sizes and shapes-
S0me,imes small and separate, sometimes consisting of continuous tubes (Lambe ,084). So,,
s,ent,ts refer . ,he size, number and arrangemen, of fhese pores as ,he soifs por„si,y.
Porosity greafly affecls water movement and gas exchange. WC-aggregated sods have

12



„ pores, which are important for organisms that live in the soi, and require water andoxygentosu„ive. The transport of nutrients and contaminants wil, also be affected by sod
structure and porosity.

and is also referred to as percentage

are represented by 1

should be represented by 1. The

This is usually expressed as a percentage
V0id, By the above definition, if the voidsof an element of so,, mass

,unity) or if the voids are represented by n, the total volume
(fll,ow represents diagrammatic* the elements of so,, mass or of so,, e.ement m
terms ofe and nrespectively.

2.4
e

porosity = -
1 + 6

T„e soi, that is more porousamongst.be samples in content is the termile hi.,
s„allyvery loose and free when broken from the cast. The worm cast is ,ess porous
c„mpared,o,hetermiteh,„c,ay.Thea„uv,a,soi,.smos,poro„sasitappearsassa„dywhe„

dried considerably.

2.2 Hydraulic Properties
ltisimportanttohaveanaccura,ees,ima,eof,bephys,ca,andhydra„,,ccharac,er,st,csof
Soi,Theobject,veofCassifyingsoi,sis,oarra„gethemin,ogro„psa„daccording«o«he,r
propert,esa„dbehaviour,fthegrouptowh,chasoi,be,o„gs,o,sdetermi„ed,i,wou,dbe

possible to predict its behaviour( Singh 1997).

2.2.1 Residual Water Content.

™, is the amoun, of wa,er avai,ab,e in ,he soi, after ,he ma)or wa,er co„,en, have been
13



soil make up and formation.

2.2.2 Volumetric Water Content

Soi, water content indicates how much water is present in the soil,, can be used to estimate
t„eamoun,ofs,oredwa,erinaprofi,e or how much irrigation is required to reach adesired

2.2.3 Available Water content
Soilcanprocessa„dc„ntainco„siderab,eam„u„tofwa,e,Theycakeinwa,er,andwi,,keep

gravity)a„de„d up in the waterways and stream, Bu, much of it wi„ beretained, away from

productivity and soil health.

retention„a„d moisture within the soi, profile. The soifsabdity to retain water

Converse,, sands provide easier passage or transmission of water through the profi.e. Clay
14



type organic content and soil structure
also influence soil water

retention (Chairman and

Murphy 1977)

2 2.4 Bulk Density

of the weight of the soil per unit volume (g/cc), usually given on an
Bulk density is ameasure of the weigni

• • HIk density is attributable to the relation in bulk densityOven-dry (H0°) basis. Variation mbulk density, at

• a.necific eravity of solid organic and inorganicis attributable to the relative proportion and specific grav y
, sitvofthesoil Mostmineralsoilhasbulkdensitiesbetweenl.Oand

particles and to the porosity of the so...
k„ Hsities are seldom measured, they are important in quant.tatrve

? 0 Although bulk densities are seiuuu,
„a Such data are necessary, for example, instudies and measurement should be encouraged. Such

• n, ™d rates of Cay formation and carbonateca,cu,a,ingsoi,mois,uremovemen,wi,h,naprofi,eandra,esof

madeon,hebasisoffo«a,we,ghtofCayformedfrom,0„gofparentma,er,a„ba„o„ percent

of clay alone.

Bulk Density= Weight/Volume

2.2.5 Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity

The hydrauhc conductivity of asoi, is ameasure of the soi, ability to transmit water when

for one-dimensional vertical fiow, can be written as follows:

dh

dz
U = -K

2.5

15



where .is Oarcy,ve,oci,y (or the average vCocity of tbe soi, fluid through ageometric
cro— area within the soi,), „is ,e hydrauhc head, and , is the vertica, distance ,„
,he so„ The Coeff,c,en, of proportiona.ity, K- I*- " >—* *—'

hydrau,, co„ductivity. on the basis of the equation above, the hydrauhc conduCvlty ,s

condu,vity is one of,e hydra* properties of the soi,; ,he other ,„vo,ves the soi.sfimd
retentio„ characteri,c, These properties define the behav,our of the soi, fiuid w,t n
soi, system under specified condition, Tbe hydrauhc conductivity depends on the sod gram
si7ettestructureof,be soi, ma,r„tbe,peofsoi,fluid,a„dthe relative amountof sod fiuid
(saturation) present in the soi, matrix. The important properties relevant to the solid matrix of

subsurface system saturated with the soi, fluid, the hydraulic conductivity, K, can be
expressed as follows (Bear 1972):

2.6

M

where *the intrinsic permeability of the soil, depends only on properties of ,he solid ma.nx,

„ •• Tv Kis expressed in terms of length per unit of time (IT1), the intrinsichydraulic conductivity, K, is expresseuPermeab,,i,y,, is expressed in P, and the fluidity,,, in IV. By using the values o
saturaKd hydraulic co„duc,,vity in soils vary w„hin awide range of several orders of
magnitude, depending on the soi, materia, Saturated hydraulic conductivity is aquantitat.ve

,tcan be ,hough,ofas,heeasewi,h which pores ofasa,ura,ed soi, permit water movemen,.
16
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,„Darc,s,aw,sat„ratedhydrau,iccond„ctivityisaco„stan,(or proportionality constant)
tha,defi„es«he,inearre,atio„shipbe,ween«hea„y«Wo variable, „,s thereof,he,ine
shoWi„g,here,a,ionshipfluxandhydrau,icgradie,,,f,hesamehydrau,icgradien,,sapp,ied
totwosoi,,hesoi,fromwhich,hegrea,ersoi,a„besamehydrau,icgradie„t.Tbesoi,wi,h

,„„e (the sandy soil) has ,he higher hydraulic conductivity. Hydraulic
the steeper slope (the sanuy su. ,

co„ductivi,(ors,ope,ndefines,beproportiona,re,ationsbipbe,weenfluxa„dhydra„,ic

gradient, or in this case of in directional fiow in saturated soil. Saturated hydraulic
• , nf the soil's ability to transmit water under aconductivity (ks) is aquantitative expression of the soil

* t There are two broad categories of determining hydraulic
given hydraulic gradient. There are iwo

conductivity:

. empirical approach by which the hydrauhc conductivity is correlated to soil
propert,es .ike pore size and particle size (grain size, distributions, and soi, texture

. Experimen,a, approach by which the hydrauhc conductivity is determined from
I hydraulic experiments using Darcy's law

| The experimental approach is broadly classified into:
\
i

3
. Laboratory lests using soi, samp.es subjec.ed ,o hydrauhc experiment

| . Field tests (on site, in situ) that are differentiated into;
„ sma„ scale field tests, using observations of the water level in cavities ,n the

O

ofexisting horizontal drainage systems.

17
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\ Determination by experimental approach

hydraulic co„ductivi,y ofasoi,; constant-head method and fa„ing-bead method.

2.2.5.1 Constant-head method

The constant-head method is typically used on granular so,,. Th,s procedure allows water to
move through the soi, under asteady state head condition while the quantity (volume
water fiowing through the soi, specimen is measured over aperiod of time. By knowmg the
quantily Qof water measured, length Fof specimen, cross-sectiona, area Aof ,he specime ,
L, required for the quantity of water Qto be discharged, and bead h, the hydrauhc
conductivity can be calculated:

Q = Avt

where v
is the flow velocity. Using Darcy's Law:

= Ki

and expressing the hydraulic gradient ias:

h

L

2.7

2.8

2.9

where his the difference of hydraulic head over distance L, yields:

Q
.AKi

L

Solving for K gives:

2.10

18
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2.U

2.2.5.2 Falling-head method

The falling-head method is very similar to the constant
head methods in its initial setup;

however, the advantage to
the falling-head method is that can

be used for both fine-grained

,-se-grained soils. The soil sample
is first saturated under aspecific head condition.

and coarse-g

is then allowed to flow through the
soil without maintaining aconstant pressure

The water

head

K
2.3ai . /^tX

At **{-& 2.12

2.2.5.3 Augerhole method

There are a,so in-si,u methods for measuring the hydrauhc conductivity in the fie,d.

determining the nydrauiic —** ^ " ~ ^
The method was developed by Hooghoudt (1994)

erhole is perforated into the soil to below the water table
an augi

1. water is bailed out from the augerhole

2. the rate of rise of the water level in the hole is recorded
the K-value is calculated from the data as :

3

K, =C{H0-H,)/t

19
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where.K,, =hor,zo„«a, saturated hydrauhc conduc,ivi,y(m,ay,,H =depth of,be
::,e:„ntheho,ere,a,ive,othewatertab,einthesoi,(cm),Ht.,a,„me„Ho
=Hat time t=0,t =time (in seconds).

, • ,hole (cm) IV is the average depth of the water level in thewhere-. r=radius of the cylindrical hole (cm),
hole relative to the water table in the soil (cm).

The picture shows alarge variation of K-va,ues measured with the auger hole method in an
la of 100 1, The ratio between the highest and lowest values is 23. The cumulate
frequency distribution is logical and was made with the Cum Freq program.

2.2.6 Shrinkage Ratio/ Limit

The shrinkage limit ofasoil is defined as the maximum

decrease in the volume of the soil mass.
reduction in water content will not cause

The shrinkage limit, Scan be calculated from

Determination by the following formula:

calculated water content, at which a

the data obtained in the volumetric shrinkage

w

2.14

where:

S = shrinkage limit;

w water content
of wet soil, in percentage of the mass of oven-dried soil;

= volume of wet soil pat;

20



vo

=volume of oven-dried soil pat.

w = mass
of oven dried soil pat.

2 27 Plasticity Index

plastKlim,,Thisis,he,owes,wa,erco„,en,de,erm,ned,naccordancew„haprocedurea,

which the so,, remains plastic The plasticity index of asoi, is the range in water contenb
expressed as apercentage of the mass of the oven-dried sod, withm which the mater, . .

T,,sistheprope„yof,be fine-grained portion ofasoi„hata„owsi„o be deformed beyond
the pomt of rec„very without cracking or changing volume appreciably. Some minerals on

added.A„clayminera,son the other band are plastic and can be robed into thin threads ata

certain moisture content without crumbling.

anym„re volume reduction. The shrinkage limit is much less commonly used than the.iquid
limit and the plastic limit.

ttad of soi, is, its piastiCimi, when i, is rolled ,0 adiameter of 3mm or begins ,0
a -o .vfhMi u^pd to sause the thicknesscrumble. To improve consistency, a3mm diameter rod ,s often used ga .

of the thread when conducting the
21



,,. it(1L)is the water con.cn, where asoil changes from P,as«,c to „qu,d
* "qU'd ( . , fAtte,,er,s involved mixing apa, of Cay in alittlebehavior. The original liquid limi, test of Alteibe,, ^

A rrrnrtVP, WaS CUl iniUUj-,'1 rrom„ed porcelain bow, of ,0-,2cm diameter. —claywithasp,„,a,and,hebo„,wasthe„str„ckmanyt,mesaga,ns,thepa
* ,nd the procedures to make theCasagrande subsequently standardized the apparatus and P

groove .made down its center with astandardized too,. Tbe cup . repeatedly .
;„mm onto ahard rubber base during which the groove Coses up gradually as ares «

test lt ta based on the measurement of penetration into the soi, of astandardized cone of

possibility of human variations when carrying out the test.

2.2.8 Plasticity index

of ,he range of water contents where the soi, exhibits plastic properties. The P, ,s the

little or no silt or clay.

22



2.2.9 Liquidity index

The liquidity index (LI) is used
♦■ freference between natural water content, plastic limit,

limits. It can be calculated as aratio of difference

and plasticity index:

2.15

I / L,

where Wis the natural water content.

The s
hrinkage limit (SL) is the water content where

further loss ofmoisturewill not result in

shrinkage limit is ASTM Internationalreduction. The test to determine the
any more volume r

D4943. The shrinkage limit is much less common
ly used than the liquid limit and the plastic

limit.

2.2.10 Soil Water Retention Capacity.
This is the property of the soil that enables i„o hold or retain water for aperiod of time. This

the S0il may occur in an opening in the soil. Plasticity is aproperty of the fine-grained portion

dlallgi„g volume appreciab,, Some m,nera,s, such as quartz powder, cannot be made p,ast,c

crumb,i„g. Since practicahy a„ fine-grained sods contain some Cay, most of tbem are p,as„c.
The degree of plasticity is ageneral index to the clay content ofasoil.

23



H,n distinguish between highly plastic and slightlyThe term fat and lean are somebmes used to d,st,ngu,s,

l;„g—- -**is— by"te" p,iys,ca'
rileren, states, as described by the moisture content at the time of change, are called
consistency limits or Atterberg limits.

,iq„,da„dp,as,ics,a,esofco„sis,e„cyofasoi,.Above,bisva,ue,,heso,,,spresumed,b.
,iquid and behaves as such by flowing fteely under its own weigh,. Below thrs value,,,

mo,s,urecon-,en,be,ween,be,wolim,,sisca,,ed,hep,as,ici,yindex«P1,.Theequa„o„is;

2.16

fifing or minimum vo,ume. Beyond ,bis poin,, further drying does no, reduce ,he vohime
but may cause cracking.

24



23Evaluating Soil Quality
PhysicaFChemleaMndBiolog—rsofSoilQu* ^

u •♦ ;c useful to examine these aspects or

**** Pr0PertiK- A' g tdsystem rather than acollection of

separate parts or processes.

danced or limited by chemical and physical condition, For this reason, spec,
categorizmg some soi, indicators is difficult. For example, cation exchange capacity (CB
.emicalorabiologicalproperty.Thebes, and mos,usefu,ind,ca,orsofso,,qua,i,y integrate

,he combined effects of several properties or processes.

important indicator of ahealthy, high-quality sod. Vet, soi, bioiogica, activity may be the
most difficult indicator to satisfactorily measure and interpret.

Soil-quality indicators are limited to properties impacted by soi, management. For this
reason, some soi, characteristics are not considered soil-quality indicators although they may
^ence soi, use or productivity. Soi, texture, topsoi, depth, and slope or topography are

25
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mmm

_ . erosi„„ 0, sediment deposibon). Although these characteristics dearly
,flue„cesoi,useorproductivity,,hey are notused as soi,-qua,„y indicators.

ofK„ set limits on the maximum soi, quahty management practices can achieve. Fo eap,

„ „dv soils have proportionately larger sand particles, while fine-in asoil. Coarse-textured sandy sods ^
textured clayey soils have proportionately smaller clay part,*, So,,

2.4 Alluvial Soil

,arge part,c,es of soi, suspended. These partiCes settle to the river bed. Further decrease ,„
• , t cPttle As the river becomes slow and sluggish (as in thevelocity causes smaller particles to settle. As the

of particles tha, are carried in suspension. Thus gravels and pebbles wil. be deposited farther
upstream than the lighter sand fine sil, wil, be carried farther downstream than sand. Deposits
are also formed in the ocea. in la,es, and in other places by the settlement of sand, silt and
other material.

26
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2.3 Worm Cast

Worm castings are ,«* natural, with ahealthy, earthy odor and the appearance of co.ee

.sentia, nutrients and trace minora, Th,s is possible because Earthworms grind and

plant life.

The productivity of agricuhura, ,a„d which is measured in terms of yieid recovery
depends on soi, Cimatic conditions, pests, diseases, genetic potentials irrespective of the sod
nutrie„t; ,he presence of humidified organic mafter is of great importance in ,he formation
and s,abi,iza,ion of soil s.ruCure. Amongst o.her soi, invertebra.es, earthworms are mos,

excep, in arc.ic and An,arc,ic region. They form ,he highly mobile macroscopic sod

perce„tage of tota, weigh, of soi, wi.h ,heir ra.e of activity, ,hey form ,he dominant factors in
functioning of ,he soi, sys,em. Bffect of earthworm activity on soi, physico-chemica,
properties during ,he short period of favourable conditions, .ropica, worms have sufficen,
e„„,rib„,ions in soi, over. U, most cases, immediatCy after the moon se, showers ,arge
entities of worm cast are observed on the soi, surface. The mechanical breakdown of the
p,a„, litter and assimilating only 5to ,0 of the main job performed by many of these sod
onanism. I, is also true that the faeces of these organisms provide more scope for the
establishment of microbes than mechanically pulverized matter. The size and shape ofthe
released cast is species specific bu, this cannot be considered as criteria for ideating

and are as well used for recyCing agricuitural and municipal waste around some countr.es.
27



CHAPTER THREE

Materials and Methods

31Description ofthe site o

xt- „State of Nigeria. The area lies between longitudes 6EThe studies are done in Minna, Niger State of N.ge
o o _,. . Wr:0htn989) the residual soil in thisand 7°E and the latitudes 9°N and 10 N. According to Wright (,989),

ea,sunder,aidbyagran„ebaseme„, and ,s surrounde-•* — "^~

Ra,„fa„ ,„ ,h,s area varies considerably from station ,0 station. The maximum rainfa,, per
year varies from ,000mm to ,500mm for different locations.
3.2 Material Description

32 1 Termite Hill Soil

Bosso local Government Area of Niger State a, LattitudeW NandLongitude 6,35'E.! he

Plate 1.Termite hill

28



I 32 2 Worm cast clay

I ' ' , Sed for this work was obtained from the bank of Bosso Dam in tbe1 The worm cast clay used tor Wis wo.

Tteywereairdried,oappreciab,emoisureco„,entafterwhicbtheywerecr„shed,ore,g
materials inside i, were removed and were then paclsaged for analys,,

i

Plate 2: Worm cast being picked along the River Bank.

3 2.3 Alluvial soil

3.3 Samples Identification

Sample A: 100% worm cast

Sample B: 100% Termite hill soil

Sample C: 100% Alluvial soil

29



Sample D; 50% worm cast and 50% Termite hi,, soi,
Sample E; 50% Termite hil, soi, and 50% alluvial soil

SampleF; 50% alluvial soil and 50% worm cast.

3.4 Chemical properties Determination
- vfllSSCA ,998) soil analysis method wasThe United States Soil Conservabon Agency (USSCA, ,

, -a, oroperties determination while other physical properties
adopted for chemical properties

determined as explained below.

3.5 Porosity

Da„ie,s„„ and Sutherland (198, method of porosity determination was adopted. On the basis

, .<v\ and the total volume (Vt). The total volume-is easilydirectly measuring the pore volume (Vp) and the

• the volume of water needed to completely saturate the
evaluated directly by measuring the volume

sample.

Samp,es were calculated and was then used to ca,cu,a,e the porosity using equation.
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3.6 Bulk Density Determination

The Cod method of bu,k density determination was adopted. Bu,k density is defined as the

particles and the volume of pores.

Materials

,, Paraffin kept in acontainer tat atemperature between 60 and 70 °C.

2- Oven with 100 -110 °C temperature control.

3- Abalance ofprecision of+0.01 g.

4- Desiccators that contains active desiccan, such as magnesium per cMorate or ca,cium

sulfate).

5- Coarse mesh wire pan.

6- 100 or 200 ml beaker.

Procedure

Obtain asoil clod. Dry the clod in the air.

Weigh the air-dry clod. Record this weight as Msa.

Paraffin. Take the pan out of the paraffin container and drain the excess. Allow the
Paraffin to solidify on the clod surface.

Weigh the Paraffin coated clod. Record this weight as Mpa.

Fill the beaker partly with water. Determine the weight of the filled beaker.
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, ,„• the beaker Determine the weigh, of the fihed beaker
Place the Paraffin coated Cod .n the beaker.plusthecoa,ed Cod. The difference in weigh, be,weens,ep6 and 5,s,he

. uo„ for ,he soil wa,er con.en,. Break ,he soi, Cod open. Take asample
To obtain correction tor the son

. , „at ,05 »C and determine ,he soil moisture content on we.gh, basis.
dry it in the oven at 11D <-, <"»t t«<0 (Refer to M^remenr 0/50//mo^reco^^^
Record the soil moisture content as ft. (Refer

g''
•avimetric method module).

3.7 Hydraulic Conductivity ,PVploDed in 1856 by aFrench engineer
Constant falling head method of detem.inat.on developed
called Henry Darcy.

The hydraulic conductivity is the coefficient of proportionality in Carey, law, however;f i,is,be,mportan,soi,propertyinvo,vedi„,hebehav,orofwa,erftow,nsoi,,„isdef,„edas
1 the ability of saturated soil, or porous medium, to transmit water. Hydraulic conductivity can
' be measured by maintaining aconstant head above adisturbed or undistributed soi, samp,e.

• ,he water flux and then solving Darc/s law for the hydraulic conductivity.
measuring the water hua,

oiu, n^pHed for reliable measurement.Several data points are usually needed tor

Materials

1- Soil core sampler.

i ♦ *u„ ammeter of inner cylinder of the soil core2- Plastic cylinders of diameter equal to the diameter ot y

sampler.

3- Plastic tubing as available.

4- Two frits or porous plates.

5- Two rubbers plug.
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i

6- Funnel.

7- Stand.
j

g- Two or three clamps.

9- Water source.

10-Graduate cylinder.

11- Stopwatch.
„f rMr,th tn cover the lower end of,2. Miscellaneous items such as fdter paper or apiece of clo.h

the soil sample.

Procedure

cross sectional area (A)

, Acquire undis,urbed soi, samp,e according ,o ,he procedure given in ,be « «
module.

water for ,6hours or un,i, the sample is completely saturated.

cylinder.

cylinder prepared in step 3, using arubber band or waterproof tape.
6„ Extend the upper end of the soi, core samp,e by connecting i, to an empty cybnder,
using arubber band or waterproof tape.
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porous plate in place.
8,xthe wh0,e assembly to the stand. Fix the funnel above the soil samp, Use the

, f el eventually the water will reach the top of the funnel. To9- Run water into the funnel, eventually x
tn drain from a hole in funnel s sidelQnt head allow the water excess to drain worn

maintain a constant head, auow

(figure 1.7.1). Adjust the water supply accordingly.

38Organic Matter Determination

,„ r:~:—-—-—by t,,e igmto method-This slievedb reducing the minera, portion of the soi„o ashes, and converting the orgamc
., ,„ Thus the organic matter content is thematter,oC02(«),tba,evo,vesou,from,heso,,sample.1bus,,heog

d,ftol„ weigh, between the soi, samP,e and tbe minera, ashes,, shoud be no

meas„r,ng,he,o,a,Cconte„t,andm„,,ip,ytberes„,ta„,va,uesbyconversio„fac,orsrang,ng

from 1.73-2.0.

Materials

1- Ring stand

2- Ceramic triangle

3- Burner

4- Ceramic crucible

5- Soil sample
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6- Abalance of precision of ±0.1 g.

7- Desiccator

Procedure .

crucible to cool.

, -k, to the nearest 01g. Record this reading as the crucible2- Weigh the cool crucible to the nearest u.i &

weight in grams.,P,ace enough a,dry soi, into the crucible ,0,1 i« to the nearest ,«. accord this

I reading as the weight of (crucible +sod) in grams.

4. Take an equa, quantity of soi, to determine the soi, moisture content by weigh,, *

The„ continue to keep i, red-ho, for ,-, hours. Stir the soi, occasionally with aglass rod.
Take care not to loose any of the soil material.

Reweigh the cooled crucible of soil and record this measurement as the weigh, of the
(crucible + ash) in grams.

39Plasticity Index Determination
The Hand Rolling Method was used for this determination.

Apparatus

, Dis^A porcelain evaporating dish, or similar mixing dish about 1,5 mm in diameter.
2. Spatu,_A spatula or pil, knife having ablade about 75 mm in length and about 20 mm

idth.in wi
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3. Surface for Rolling-Aground glass plate or piece

roll the sample.

of smooth, unglazed paper on which to

^^^ • f the mass of soil taken in accordance with Section 4. Form
Select a1.5- to 2.0-g portion from the mass ot sou

the selected portion into an ellipsoidal mass.

and back to the starting position again.
Hand Rolling Me,hod-Ro>, the mass between the pahn or fmgers and the gro„„d-g,ass p,a,e

t„e mJs into athread of uniform diameter throughout its ,e„g,h. The thread sba„ be further
deformed on each stroke so that its diameter reaches 3mm, taking no more than two minutes.
The amoun, of band or finger pressure required wi„ vary grea,,y, according ,o ,he sod.

the thumb.

Calculation:

, u , f, limit expressed as the water content in percentage of the mass of theCalculate the plastic limit, expresseu a& u^

ovendrysoil, as follows:

mass of water
PlastlcUmit=massof oven-dry soil

Calculate the plasticity index of asoil as

Limit, as follows:

the difference between its liquid limit and its plastic

Plasticity Index =liquid limit - Plastic limit
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CHAPTER FOUR

40RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONSThe resu„s of the physica, and chemical analysis of the samples are presented in the tables

land 2 below

Table 4.1: Results of the Physical and Chemical Analysis of the Samples

PH

S042+ (mg/g)

NOf (mg/g)

PO^'Ong/g)

Ca2+ (mg/g)

K+ (mg/g)

Porosity

Hydraulic

Conductivity

(m/day)

Organic matter 550

(g/kg)

Plasticity index 0.23

WC- Worm Cast,

"Wpl^T^a^rpVrT^le C
A100% 100%THS 100%AS

45

19.6

41.3

344.2

320.0

0.23

0.35

6.5

22

16.5

22.9

350.6

320.8

0.46

0.62

211

0.56

7.3

39

18.2

59.0

333.9

243.3

0.34

0.46

345

0.69

Sa^e1^S^l^^%THS;,
50%WC
50%THS 50%AS

6.6

25

14.3

30.1

231.9

265.9

0.67

0.81

367

0.44

7.4

19

15.4

31.2

230.9

321.9

0.46

0.48

280

0.89

THS-Termite Hill Soil, AS-Alluvial Soil
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Sample F
50%AS,

50%WC

6.5

52

23.4

43.8

345.8

333.2

0.55

0.47

569

0.44
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Tab,e 4.2: Results of Bulk Density Determination for the Samples
<^ W^T-We^?-"^
Description clod/g waxed clod/g waxed cloc

A

B

C

D

10.38

11.74

11.81

9.58

14.38

11.74

.87

13.98

13.14

11.18

16.79

13.98

10.00

11.00

10.00

9.50

11.00

11.01

Volume of Bulk density

zm3 wax/cm g/cmJ

~ "T66 1.245

2.49 1.380

1.48 1.386

1.78 1.241

2.61 1.714

2.49 1.381

4.1 Discussion of the Results

4.1.1 Hydrogen ion Concentration (pH)
observed that all the samples have the pH that fall

From the results of the analysis, it can be

wi,hi„ ,he a„owab,e ,imi, of USSCA, ,998. Wha, can be deduced from this is tha, worm cast
and other soil samples can be used for agricultural activities without undergoing any liming
process since they are not toxic or acidic. Similar assertion has been given by H„dson,(2003)

lable because they have inherent liming properties.
avai

4.1.2 Nitrates, Sulphates and Phosphates

i, can be seen that worm cast recorded the highest of all
sam pies. From the results in table 1,

the parameters over all other sam
pies. Significant improvement was however recorded when
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alluvial soil and worm cast were mixed together. This advantage can be exploited in

subsistence agriculture where the samples can be mixed at equal proportion or at proportion

that depends on their availability. This if done will improve their fertility and can be used to
grow arable crops or vegetable. The cost of fertiliser will be saved and will not be in any way
toxic to the consumers. Termite hill soil recorded the lowest but its own fertility can also be
improved by mixing it with any of the other samples. Beasley, (1991) recorded something

lar to this when he used a combination alluvial worm cast and termite hill to grolw

.umber. He realised more yield on acombination of alluvial and worm cast than any other
simi

cucum

combinations

4.1.3 Porosity and Hydraulic Conductivity

These two parameters are linearly related. Aporous soil will have a high hydraulic
conductivity. Termite hill soil recorded the highest porosity and hydraulic conductivity. This
may be attributed to its highest sandy content. Since sand soil is very coarse, it will be very
porous. This property can be exploited in agriculture for acrop that needs awell drained *,d
porous soil like yam,(Dioscorea sp). If the soil to be used is not too porous to allow gqod
propagation of yam. Some quantity of termite hill clay can be mixed with it together w'lth
worm cast. Greenland and Lai (1988) experimented this on a tropical soil by using a

combination of termite hill clay worm cast and another sandy soil to grow, water yam

(Dioscorea a/otaJ.They were able to conclude that termite hill soil is not as useless as pedple
think they are because they can be added to some non- porous soil to improve their hydraulic

conductivity.

4.1.4 Bulk Density

This also depends on porosity to some extent. Because if the air space in aparticular scjil is
high, the soil samples will be light in weight. Perhaps that is why alluvial soil that is Very
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high in clay content recorded the highest bulk density. Abulky soil can also be made abit

porous by mixing it with alittle worm cast. This will make it to be lighter and can then be

used for agricultural activities.

4.1.5Percentage Organic Matter

Worm cast recorded the highest organic matter content. This can simply be attributed to the

activity of earthworm inside the soil. Agriculturally, asoil that is high in organic matter will

be very fertile, it can then be concluded here that worm cast is much richer in plant nutrient

than other two samples. But since worm cast is not so abundant to be used for extensive

agricultural activities, it can be mixed with alluvial soil or termite hill soil and then be used to

grow arable crops. Brady, (1998) experimented this and concluded that worm cast in the

absence of inorganic fertiliser can be added to an impoverished soil to improve its fertility.
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CHAPTER FIVE

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

The project study provides us opportunity to study some physical and chemical
properties of termite hill soil, worm cast and alluvial soil. It can be concluded from the study
that all the three samples before they are mixed contain some fertility that can be used by
crops. Worm cast has the highest level parameters that are needed by crops. For instance, it
contains highest quantity of sulphates, nitrates, phosphates and even organic matter content.
Though termite hill soil is seen by many as not having any advantageous value, the study has
shown that it can be used to improve the porosity of apoorly drained soil. This can be
exploited for crops that need awell drained soil. If worm cast that is high in all the nutrients
needed by crops is to be used for such aplantation, it should be mixed with some portion of
termite hill soil to improve its hydraulic conductivity.

5.2 Recommendations.

Since the stated aims and objectives has been achieved in this project work by

evaluating the physical and chemical properties of the three samples and also by checking if
their mixture can bring about any improvement on their properties, it is therefore

recommended that;

1. The percentage of the mixture be varied further to know the optimum
percentage that will contain highest level on nutrient and hydraulic
conductivity. It can also be experimented further and be subjected to statistical
analysis that will then come up with an equation. The equation will henceforth
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be used to know the appropriate mixture of worm cast, termite hill soil and

alluvial soil needed to achieve a stated objective.

2. The results of this can also be experimented on the field by using the soil and

the mixture to plant some crops. The yield can then be compared to the results

of this work to know what is needed further to make the three soil samples

under study more useful.
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